
7TOOLS YOU NEED TO 
WORK WITH REMOTE 

DEVELOPERS
(and why we love them)



Andela’s trainers are working with the best and brightest to build the next genera-
tion of tech leaders—a whole new breed of remote developers. In doing so, they 

constantly have the chance to test and review new remote collaboration and pro-
ductivity technologies as they become available. They’ve personally compiled this 

toolkit to help you empower your distributed team of developers to collaborate 
more effectively and improve productivity. 
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GitHub is a source-code version control, hosting and collaboration platform. We 
love it because it’s the most popular source-code hosting platform by all stan-
dards, which helps foster connection with other great developers worldwide. 
GitHub easily integrates with other services like Slack and Trello, contributing to 
productivity improvement. GitHub also doubles up as both a communication and 
project management tool through its issue-tracking system, enabling you to 
manage an entire project with remote developers using GitHub alone or with 
integrations like ZenHub.
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2Slack is a chat-room based communication tool to share messages and docu-
ments. We love it because Slack is light-years ahead of traditional email in 
terms of efficient integrations for team collaboration. Communication channels 
keep all messages, notifications and files indexed and searchable. Slack also 
has robust 3rd-party integrations for version control software like GitHub and 
continuous integration tools like TravisCI and Jenkins. These integrations can 
be set up to notify team members about updates to the products and offer 
team-wide visibility.
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3Screenhero, recently acquired by Slack, is a platform built for real-time collabo-
ration and screen-sharing. We love it because Screenhero is an effective tool for 

remote Pair Programming, allowing collaborators to talk and control their 
computers in real-time. It also supports one-to-many collaboration, as more 

users can be invited to an existing session.

4Trello is a project and milestone management platform. We love it because 
Trello integrates with Slack and features a robust API that developers can start 
using after only a 5-minute introduction. Using Trello, we’re able to organize 
projects using Boards, making it easy to see assignments and status. Cards can 
be assigned to team members to see activity and to track milestones, making 
Trello very useful in managing development sprints. Trello’s strength is in its 
simplicity, and teams can customize it to suit any development workflow.
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5Cloud9 is a cloud-based development environment to enable coding from any 

device. We love this full Ubuntu development environment because it enables 
not only supervision, but also real coding collaboration. It comes out of the box 
with support for multiple development environments like Python/Django, 
Ruby/Rails and NodeJS. It works seamlessly with popular Repo hosting services 
like Github and Bitbucket and in a matter of minutes you can clone a repo to 
your VM, make modifications on the project and even test on a live shareable 
.c9.io subdomain.
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6Dropbox is a cloud-based file sharing tool, enabling collaboration on docu-
ments, photos, videos, presentations and more. We love it because Dropbox 
works well across multiple devices with drag and drop ease, making teams on 
the go just as effective as static ones.

7Google Drive, similar to Dropbox, is a cloud-based collaboration tool that 
works with a variety of document types including spreadsheets and propos-
als. We love Google Drive because it hosts multiple users in the same docu-

ment at the same time for real-time editing and collaboration incredibly well.

Like with any tools, these 7 only work as well as the developers using them. Find 
out why Andela gives you access to the best developers to meet your needs and 

exceed your expectations. 
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GET STARTED 

http://resources.andela.com/get-started-with-andela?utm_source=PCON&utm_medium=pdf&utm_content=7tools&utm_campaign=7tools

